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A new era in the exploration and utilization of space will begin as the Shuttle Transportation System becomes operational
and the cost and complexity of delivering payloads to space is reduced. Larger living and working quarters will be provided
for space crews, thus extending their periods of residency in space beyond that possible in the Orbiter alone. New tools
and work stations will be designed to enhance crew productivity. Space construction projects will be undertaken to build
large communication antennas, microwave radiometers and solar power systems to serve the needs of our future genera-
tions. These space facilities will provide an expanded base for the more traditional scientific endeavors and in addition,
laboratory and testing facilities will be developed for manufacturing new materials and products in the unique environment
of space.
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PREFACE
The Space Station Systems Analysis Study, summarized in this document, was
a 15-month of fort (April 1976 to June 1977) to develop a cost-effective space
station system concept capable of meeting a broad spectrum of mission require-
ments and providing orderly growth with regard to both function and orbit
location. The study activity has been organized into three parts. Part I was
a five-month effort to review candidate objectives, define implementation re-
quirements, and examine potential program options for both low earth and gco-
synchronous orbits. It was completed on 31 August 1976 and was documented
in three volumes (report MDC ,6505, dated 1 September 1976).
Part 2 of the study (also five montlis in duration) defined and evaluated spe-
cific system options falling within the program options developed in Part I.
This potion of the study was completed on 31 January 1977 and was also doc-
unnented in three volumes (report MDC G6715, dated 28 February 1977).
The third and last portion or tine study (February to June 1977) has analyzed
t space construction concepts ill depth and has defined a Space Construe-
tion Base concept in saiff-wient detail that preliminary program plans can now
be formatted for its implementation.
This volume summar izes the principal issues addressed and tine conclusions
reached during tine study. The companion volumes include the Technical Re-
port (Volume 2), the associated Appendices (Volume 3) which (IOCUment the
analyses and design studies conducted during this last portion of the study,and
the Supporting Research and Technology Report (Volume 4).
During the study, subcontract: support was provided to the McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company (NIDAC) by TRW Systems Group, Ford Aerospace and
Communications Corporation, the Raytheon Company, and l-lannilton
e	 Standard.
_	
Questions regarding the study activity or tine material appearing in this report
l	
should be directed to:
• Jerry W. Craig, EA4
Manager, Space Station Systems Analysis Study
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058
• C. J. DaRos
IT Study Manager, Space Station Systems Analysis Study
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-\Vest
Iauantington Beach, California 92647
Telephone (714) 896-1885
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This image from Landsat (1 1 24-1 6050-November 24, 1972) is typical of the observations of earth possible from space. The
area covered by this irr.3ge includes the cities of Chicago, Hammond, and Gary, Indiana. The Hammond-Gary area is one
of the great steelmaking regions of the country. This great concentration ct industry has given rise to many environmental
problems; for example, the weather around Gary has been significantly altered by the pollution and added heat from the
factory area with more cloudy days than the surrounding;. Smoke plumes seen heading rortheast acros. Lake Michigan
from the Chicago-Hammond-Gary area appear to lead into the lines of clouds over the lake west of St. Joseph and &Inton
Harbor (S-3), Mich. It has been suggested that the smoke particles serve as condensation nuclei, pronioting cloud fuom -
tion and possibly more snowfall in areas southea.-.t of the lake. Landsat imagery is currently limited to the visible and near-
IR region of the spectrum. To expanr + ,:,r base of knowledge of the earth and tr1e atmosphere, corollary irft++motion is
	
needed in the microwave rcgiof , whic., 	 turn establishes the need fc,r large (100m to 300m) microwave tWiomP.ters. The
size of these radiometers requires that they be constructed in space, an act vity that becomes practical with the advent of
extended manned mission%
i iv
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The excitement and challenge of new ventures, the realization of accomplishments benefiting all of man-
kind, the technical and scientific achievement necessary to provide a reservoir of knowledge and a firm
foundation for future growth — these are the promises and opportunities provided by the Space Program
of the United States of America ...
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^— INTRODUCTION
In the past 20 years this nation's investment in
space programs has resulted in economic, social,
and scientific gains from the services provided by
communication satellites and weather satellites;
has provided new insights for scientists through
the routine operation of earth-surveying satellites
and solar observatories; and has permitted us to
take the initial steps in planetary exploration. We
have even placed man on the lunar surface.
Now, the threshold of a new era is at hand. The re-
duction in the costs and complexity of delivering
payloads to space as provided by the Shuttle Trans-
portion System will mark a new era in the explora-
tion and use of space. When this capability is
coupled with the advant2ges demonstrated in Sky-
lab and Apollo of space crews living and working in
space, a mechanism becomes available to investi-
gate, understand, and solve many of the critical
problems that we and the rest of the world will
face in the next 50 years.
The objective of the study summarized in this docu-
ment was to develop a cost-effective space station
system concept, supported by the Shuttle Transpor-
tation System, that is capable of satisfying a broad
spectrum of mission requirements while following a
logical evolutionary development w1ith regard to
N wtion, orbital location, and budgetary realism.
the output of the study wilt provide to NASA pro-
grain planners information that can be useful in
solving the difficult problems of apportioning
A^Q)n^!1^NCt ^ DOUGLAS	 '	 '
limited resources among an almost unlimited num-
ber of candidate projects — and in so doing, will
provide a sound technological base capable of
developing and preserving the options open to our
nation in the decades to come.
Many space station studies and mission definition
studies have been sponsored by NASA during the
last 20 years and these earlier studies were used in
establishing the point of departure for the present
effort. The principal difference between the present
study and those conducted previously is in the
theme set for the space operations of the future.
In previous studies, alaboratory-in-space perhaps
best describes the approach taken in conceptua-
lizing the next generation of manned space mis-
sions. Emphasis previously was placed on the con-
cept of a basic research facility. In the current
study, perhaps stimulated in part by the innova-
tive concepts of G. K. O'Neill and Peter Glaser, the
theme has been the utilization of space. Areas
examined included space construction requirements
for large solar power systems and large communica-
tions antennas, platforms for earth services, manu-
facturing or processing facilities for hard goods and
pharmaceuticals, facilities for proof-of-concept
testing for pilot manufacturing plants in space, as
well as the providing of a base for the more tradi-
tional scientific research endeavors.
The Space Station Systems Analysis Study has
been a 15-month effort organized into three con-
secutive 5-month periods of work. The first period
concentrated on the selection of objectives, iden-
L	 t
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tification of mission hardware, description of pro-
grain
	
and the identification of program
requirements. The second period concentrated
upon the further definition of the most promising
program options, definition of mission hardware,
and the development of space construction con-
cepts and configurations as well as system require-
ments. The third portion of the study focused on
the analysis of specific construction systems and
the development of an evolutionary program fea-
turing a sequential growth of manned operations
from Shuttle/Sortie support missions, advancing
to Shuttle-tended missions, and eventually transi-
tioning to continuously manned facilities capable
of supporting large construction projects and other
space activities.
In achieving the study goals while following a
logical evolutionary development path that does
not overstep tite bounds of responsible fiscal
management, numerous issues were examined.
The issues were phrased in the form of questions
for which answers were sought. The following
principal questions were considered:
• 'toward what key objectives should space sta-
t,'on systems be directed during the remainder
of this century?
• What requirements do these key objectives
place on space systems?
• is there a common point of departure in
developing  program plan with the flexibility
and gruwth potential to meet these objectives?
• What program options should be considered
in modeling future missions?
• How might space construction be
accomplished?
• What would a space construction base look
like?
• How do the Shuttle, the Spacelab, and tile-
Space Construction Base elements relate in
a logical and evolutionary plats?
• What milestones, schedules, and costs appear
reasonable?
On the following pages, the answers developed dur-
ing the study for the critical questions outlined
above are summarized. A more detailed discussion
of the study results may be found in the Technical
Volume (Final Report, Volume 2) and its asso-
ciated Appendices (Final Report, Volume 3,
Books I and 2).
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TOWARD WHAT KEY OBJECTIVES
SHOULD SPACE STATION SYSTEMS BE
DIRECTED DURING THE REMAINDER
OF THIS CENTURY?
At the outset of Part 1 of this study, it was deter-
mined that the Outlook for Space report (NASA
SP-386, January 1976), supplemented by data
available through the Study of the Commonality
of Space Vehicle Applications to Future National
Needs (Aerospace Contract NASw-2727), provided
an excellent descriptive data base of key goals and
objectives. It was not the intent of the present
study to justify specific space program objectives
per se, but rather to identify the range and extent
of potential requirements that might reasonably be
imposed on a Space Station system. Therefore, the
initial step was to use this material to identify 61
program objectives as potential candidates for Space
Station systems support.
The most important support feature that a Space
Station can offer toward the accomplishment of
any future space program goal is the availability of
mail an observer, decision-maker, and operator
oil long-term basis. Experience oil
	 offers
substantial evidence that the presence of scientists
and astronauts can contribute significantly to the
success of a mission and enhance the productivity
of space-flight activities with respect to modifica
Lion and improvisation. Accordingly, in the initial
study effort, emphasis was placed upon those
potential areas where manned space programs
might be expected to make a significant contribu-
tion. Forty-seven of the 61 objectives from the
Outlook for Space report were identified as
requiring the support of man in space, either in the
Shuttle sortie mode or in extended-duration
facilities.
The 47 objectives derived from the Outlook for
Space and the supplemental sources were evaluated
in terms of their importance as determinants in
deriving requirements for future Space Station sys-
tem elements. Criteria used in this ranking were:
Need (degree of satisfaction of basic needs); Bene-
fits (potential for providing significant economic
benefits); Space Station Applicability: Time Frame
for Implementation; Cost Confidence; Technical
Confidence; and the available Data Base.
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With this information, the 47 objectives were col-
lated into ten Space Station system objectives in
which manned Space Station systems appeared
to have the potential of contributing significant
support. These ten objectives were:
Satellite Power System
Nuclear Energy	 (Construction-
Earth Services	 Related)
Space Cosmological R&D
Space Processing	
(Space
Manufacturing)
Cluster Support System
Depot
Multidiscipline Science
Laboratory	 (Support
Sensor Development	 Objectives)
Living and Working in
Space
The objectives covered a spectrum of potential
applications from commercial operations to pure
science: four involved space construction of large
antennas and solar arrays, five provided a support-
ing research and development base for other objec-
tives, one represented an early step in the develop-
ment of the area of space manufacturing. Each
objective was studied independently in some detail
to determine the implication for future space sys-
tems and to establish design requirements. In cases
where the time frames for application of the indi-
vidual objectives lay beyond the period of interest
for potential Space Station program options
(approximately through 1995), they were not in-
cluded.* As a result of this effort, eight of the ten
objectives were selected for more detailed analysis
prior to the development of program options.
*It was recommended that the development of
spacebased nuclear energy systems be deferred
on this basis. The cluster support system con-
cept was also deferred since it also did not show
promise of sufficient application in time period
of interest.
lA
The objectives selected were the following:
• Satellite Power System (SPS) — Provide a
facility for the construction of test articles
and permanent space test capability for
evaluation of the technical and economic
feasibility of SPS.
• Earth Services — Conduct research and develop-
ment and construct large antennas and associ-
ated hardware required for:
A. Domestic and international communica-
tions services
B. Earth and atmospheric surveys
• Space Processing — Conduct R&D to determine
the technical and economic feasibility of coun-
mercial inorganic processing and biological
materials applications, and support, as
appropriate, the initial commercial use of
these processes.
• Space Cosmological Research and Develop-
ment — Perform R&D oil 	 cosmology-
related components and construct a large
microwave telescope.
• Multidiscipline Science Laboratory -- Provide a
multidiscipline laboratory to conduct space
research in the basic and applied sciences.
• Sensor Development Facility — Provide a facility
for the test and evaluation of optical sensors
for earth sciences and cosmological
phenomenon.
• Living and Working in Space — Demonstrate
long-term living and working in space as re-
lated to other manned space objectives.
• Orbital Depot — Perform the necessary R&D
and develop the orbital operations for an
orbital transfer vehicle system.
Each of the objectives selected was studied in
greater depth to define the steps that would be
necessary to realize the stated objective. In each
case, a set of functional requirements was derived
which identified specific technology advancement
needs, tests that must be conducted, and processes
that must be developed.
Of these eight objectives, four in particular offer
the promise of serving important needs of man on
earth; advancing US preeminence in science and
technology; and ultimately generating an economic
return on investment, essential It permanent govern-
ment support is to be avoided.
The four major mission activities which appear to
best satisfy these criteria are: a satellite power sys-
tem, the provision of earth services for resource
management and communications the processing
of materials in space for commercial uses; and the
furthering of scientific research for the advance-
ment of man's knowledge.
A Safelhit•
 Power System (F igure  1) would provide
abundant and environmentally acceptable electrical
energy and reds cc US reliance on foreign sources.
liut to be a viable option. such a system must be
technologically feasible and economically compe-
titive with alternate energy systems. An evaluation
of alternative sources indicated that only two
.olar satellite power systems and nuclear fusion
will have desirable safety and environmental char-
acteristics combined with an ultimate capability
for replacing depletable fuel systems. Of these,
feasible technology has been demonstrated only
f'or the satellite power system. Additionally, suc-
cessful development of SPS would allow the
United States to become a leading exporter of
energy, since the microwave system allows
economic transmission of power to any point on
earth.
A system concept and design developed by NASA
JS(' was examined in the study to identify the
technology growth requirements, the fiscally feasi-
ble production steps, and the development tests
required. It was determined that the basic concept
Feld promise of being both technologically feasible
and economically competitive. A relieble judgment
oil 	 issues, however, depends on testing in space
of the ability to assemble the large structures re-
quired and the development and operation of
small-scale systems. During the study, a need for
microwave power transmission development tests
in spare was also identified. A program for a full-
scale operational system must be prudently tested
oil small scale first to verify Space Solar Power
as a viable long-terns option that the US, confronted
with its long-term energy problem, needs to pursue.
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Figure 1. Space Solar Power Concept
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Earth Services missions can provide greatly en-
hanced benefits to man on earth when utilizing
the larger structures that can be assembled in
orbit.
Lower tr,msportation costs to orbit can make pos-
sible construction of large microwave antennas
(radiometers), which will permit earth resources
surveys of far greater scope and efficiency to en-
hance crop production, aid in the management of
timber, fisheries, and other important resources,
improve weather prediction and contribute to solu-
tion of environmental pollution problems. Such
capabilities can have substantial economic bene-
fits, estimated in the billions of dollars per year.
They can also mitigate human suffering and loss
of life resulting from food shortages and natural
hazards whose adverse effects can be reduced by
the improved earth surveys possible from space
platforms.
Similarly, the burgeoning demand for communica-
tion services (Figure ?) can be met by new systems
incorporating large ntultibeam lens antennas in
orbit. Such systems would open entirely new
possibilities for public communication services.
They could permit direct personal contact between
individuals, offer emergency communications and
health services information, and provide for mod-
ernization of the postal services. In addition to the
efficiencies thus made possible, such a system
would not have to rely on the complex, capital-
intensive ground facilities otherwise necessary it' the
conventional communications network had to be
expanded to perform comparable functions. Devel
opment of this capability would not only allow the
United States to offer a worldwide direct communi-
cations service, it would also create an enormous
market for the personal transmitters/receivers.
As in the case of space solar power, these earth
services activities rely on critical technologies.
including the construction of large precision
structures in space, which need to be developed
and tes ted in an operational mode. High-resolution,
multispectral. large-diameter radiometer antennas
r!
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Figure 2. Complexity Inversion for Future Personal Communications
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are needed for earth resources surveys; electroni-
cally sophisticated, large-diameter multibeam
antennas in space would perform the complex
switching functions needed for the expanded
communications system.
Space processing (Figure 3) of materials and pro-
ducts and their commercialization through pri-
vately sponsored ventures is a third significant
activity. Certain characteristics of space make such
processing attractive: the greatly reduced gravity
environment, high vacuum conditions, and access
to solar radiation for heat and high power levels.
ATTRIBUTES
• REDUCED GRAVITY
ENVIRONMENT
• UNLIMITED VOLUMES
OF HIGH VACUUM
• ACCESS TO SOLAR
RADIATION
ACTIVITIES
• CONTAINERLESS
PROC_: SING
• CONVECTIONLESS
PROCESSING
• SEDIMENTAT ION LESS
PROCESSING
J OBJECTIVES
• FUNDAMENTAL
KNOWLEDGE
• DEVELOPMENT OF
q
	
COMMERCIAL
APPLICATIONS
• DEVELOPMENT OF
NEW SPACE
TECHNIQUES
Figure 3. Space Processing
These conditions, singly or in combination, make
possible certain processing techniques either
impossible or infeasible on earth: for example,
containerless and convectionless processing, and
processing without the disadvantages of sedimen-
tation. Space refining and shaping of crystals has
important applications in the semiconductor
industry, and electrophoretic separation of bio-
logicals has important implications for pharmac-
eutical use, to cite only two examples.
There is significant interest in the commercial sec-
tor in the possibility of space processing. However,
there are risks involved in commercialization of
these new potentials. To attract private veniure
capital it will be necessary tc conduct pilot plant
flight demonstrations before commercial interests
will be willing to assume the risks of large capital
investments.
Although all eight objectives were considered in
establishing the functional requirements that
must be satisfied by future space systems, pri-
mary emphasis in the study analysis was placed
on the four key areas indicated ab.,ve.
1 13qv't
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LIFE SCiLNCES	 MATERIALS
LABORATORY	 SCIENCE
LABORATORY
MULTIDISCIPLINE	 .
SCIENCE
LABORATORY	 v
SERVICING
SCIENTIFIC
PAYLOADS
a	 IULOSCIENCES AND
`	 PLASMA PHYSICS
PAYLOADS
Figure 4. Multidiscipline Support of Scientific Missions
WHAT REQUIREMENTS DO THE KEY
OBJECTIVES PLACE ON SPACE SYSTEMS?
Once the key objectives were established, system
implementation concepts were developed in order
that the key technology development steps could
be identified. This in turn established the specific
areas in which Space Station support would be re-
quired. For each area requiring Space Station sup-
port, an objective element was defined
	
an objec-
tive element being the physical facility, equipment
item, test apparatus, structural assembly, etc.,
needed to perform the required function. 'i hese
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Space science (Figure 4), the fourth type of activity
whose benefits can be exploited by the greater use
of space, meets the criteria discussed earlier. but In
an indirect way. The benefits of space science to
man lie in the expansion of human knowledge
through astronomy, physics, and the life and earth
sciences. Such efforts surely serve to advance the
nation's stature in the vanguard of science. The
return on investment. while not directly calculable.
must be counted an essential part of later applications
whose economic value can be measured (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. This is a Spectroheliogram made in the red light of hydrogen, courtesy of the Hale Observatories. The earth is
profoundly affected by the sun and its changing character. Every form of life is dependent directly or indirectly for its
survival on energy received from the sun. The interaction of solar energy with the atmosphere generates our weather,
and the atmospheric winds in turn are the initializing forces behind all ocean currents. Learning more about the sun and
understanding solar cycles and the physical properties that control them will significantly affect our lives and life styles
in the future. This search for knowledge will lead to improved information on the gross physical properties of the photo-
sphere and chromosphere (e.g., temperature, pressure, com position distributions), a better definition of the granulation
characteristics, spot prominences, magnetic fields, and the temporal relations of the active phenomena of the sun. Under-
standing the solar energetics requires substantial angular reso!ution improvement, especially in the ultraviolet regions of
the spectrum over that possible from earth. Because of attenuating characteristics of the earth's atmosphere, these wave-
length regions can only be 'ivestigated from platforms in space.
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objective elements and the requirements they inn-
pose form the basii set of information needed 10
define facilily requirements and potential program
options.
\s an illustration of the factors considered in the
analysis of requirement, for 1 -uture space facilities.
three examples arc presented: satellite power Sys-
tems. space processing facilities. and earth services
facilities.
Satellite Power S\stenn (SPS) Objective
For a ci11n11riill11en1 to he mild(- to SPS. denum-
stration of technical capability and economic
feasibility is required. Answers .ire require(: to
I 'Undamental (IuCStions on the cost o1' fabricating
large structures in space, the practicality of large-
Scale energy collection and nnicrowave Iransntis-
sion. the control of radio I'rCquency interference
effects. and other critical issues. "Then, if a cont-
116111lent decision is madC. a dCVClopn)ent pro-
grain must he initiated.
Accordingly, a nrinirtti„n system capable of resolv-
ing many critical tcchnolO,_y iSSuCS at the 1u\west
possihle cost was derived and was designated Fest
Article -1 It I :\-1 ). I his would he followed by a
Second test article (1 A-_'). which would provide
cost data and information pertinent to the deter-
mination of how an SPS might he fabricated and
assennhled on orbit. aS well as key end-to-end func-
tional verification of such issues as two-dimensional
phase control and the thermostructural effects.
This effort would he planned to he completed in
time to provide data MId C\perienCC 10 support
prog rammatic decisions with respect to SPS before
the Nation's energy needs heconie critical in the
I990's. Finally. assuming a comntitnrent is
made, a partial protot\ pc test article (TA-3) of the
full SPS would he fabricated.
SC11C111a6c LICSCriptions of the SPS test articles.
A-I and I :\	 that were considered in this study
are presented in Figure 0.
A summar y of the critical SPS test article func-
tional requirements is listed in Figtn-C 7 along \with
an indication tit the capability of the various SPS
OBJECTIVE: PROVIDE A PERMANENT SPACE TEST
CAPABILITY FOR EVALUATION OF THE
TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC
FEASIBILITY OF SPS
[HARDWARE ELEMENTSFUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
TEST
EVALUATE SPACE ARTICLE 1
FABRICATION OF
LARGE STRUCTURES LEO
EVALUATE LARGE
SCALE ENERGY GEO
COLLECTION AND
DISTRIBUTION t^^
EVALUATE LARGE-
SCALE MICROWAVE
TRANSMISSION AND
CONTROL
EVALUATE RFI • 123M X 126M	 0 113M X 126M
EFFECTS 57 KW RF 	 0 57 KWRF
SPACE PLASMA • 5926 KG	 0 5926 KG
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Figure 6.	 Satellite Power System (SPS)
objective Clements to resolve the issues. The ftinC-
tional requirements are SPS technology advance-
111Cn1 issues. This list W.IS dCriwed jointly by the
Johnson Sp icc Center. the Lewis Research ('enter.
MOM”. and Ray theon. I A-I operates in both low
ear th orbit	 LEO (TA-1 L) and -,cosynchronous
orbit	 GFO ('1:\ 1(. I, while TA
	
is used onl y in
LEO. TA-1 would be used to resolve microwave
control iSSUCS. including Operation in the (CEO
environment. TA-' would be involved primarily
with investigating file solar collector issues. full
power density microwave transmission, and s^
ten end-to-end functional verification.
Space Processing Objectiwe
Space processing \%ill Ea111111 lCly he justified it' it
can become a commercial source for nnateriAN and
products not obl;iinable al competitive costs On
earth. In this context, this objective has a strictly
coins nercial emphasis. i.e.. made-in-space products
hawing I uniquC utilit\ in Ill, econom\ . Ilterefore.
Ilk' characteristics of the program to transition From
do^ 7
8
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TFUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
EVALUATE SPACE FABRICATION
" OF LAR . E STRUCTURES
• SC I ::^2 COLLECTOR
• MICHOWAVE ANTENNA
-
• STRUCTURAL INTERFACES
_ EVALUATE LARGE-SCALE
ENERGY COLLECTION AND
DISTRIBUTION
• 20K VOLTS
• SWITCHING
-- EVALUATE LARGE-SCALE
MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
AND CONTROL
• IONOSPHERIC DEGRADA.
TION OF PRASE CONTROL
SYSTEM
• THERMOSTRUCTURAL
- EFFECTS ON PHASE_
CONTROL SYSTEM
EVALUATE RFI EFFECTS
• DI RECT TRANSMISSION
i FROM AMPLITRONS
. •SWITCHING AND ROTARY
JOINTSOURCES
• VOLTAGE LEVFL
REGULATION
-
•IONOSPHEREINDUCEDi
SPACE PLASMA EFFECTS
• ARCING & LEAKAGE
• SPACECRAFT CHARGE1 PHENOMENA
o ENO-TO-END FUNCTIONAL
VERIFICATION
• THERMOSTRUCTURAL
1 INTERACTION
• PHASE CONTROL SYSTEMi
-
• POWER TRANSFER/
ROTARY JOINT CURRENT
DENSITY
• PROTOTYPE MANUFAC-
TURING/ASSEMBLY
PROCESSES
P = PARTIAL SATISFACTION
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Figure 7. SPS Objective Element/Requirements Matrix
R&D to full-scale commercial production in space
must reflect the following:
(I • Continued applied R&D activities in basic
chemistry and physics, materials sciences,
pharmaceuticals, electronic materials appli-
cations, optical materials and components,
and other man-made products that offer a
conviiercially significant potential.
• Development of in-space processes and pro-
cedures that ensure control of material char-
acteristics, uniformity, dimensional pre-
cision, and on-schedule production in
quantities commensurate with indu::ial
operations.
• Demonstration of production yields in suf-
ficient quantities and quality to ensure
commercial interest and economy as
opposed to merely demonstrating scientific
or technical feasibility.
• Demonstration of man-machine ft.,, ,,,active
designs that will take cost-effective advantage
of automated, serniautonlated, and manual
operations, including all aspects of the pro-
duction process (i.e., fabrication, assembly,
test, duality control, packing, and
transportation).
Three cases were selected as being representative of
a broad class of future commercial space processing
activities (see Figure 8). These cases were biologi-
cals, ultrapure glasses, and shaped crystals. The first
case was the production of the enzyme urokinase,
which involved it
	 designed around a separa-
tion procedure and two cell growth cycles. This
process is typical of the production of a bio-
material ill 	 form in space. Based upon the
results of the successful electrophoresis technology
experiment conducted oil
	
this type
of process may offer great improvement in the
product potency over that possible oil The
encouraging results of the Apollo-Soyuz experi-
ment showed that one fraction of the cells sepa-
rated produced six times more urokinase activity
than did ground-based control cultures. It is pre-
dicted that additional improvements in all steps or
the procedure (i.e., the separation process and ilu:
two growth steps) will yield an overall projected
improvement of 600 times that which could be
expected oil 	 This potential improvement by
space processing could prove to be the breakthrough
neces ,ary to make such life-saving pha; nlaceuticals
available to the public, thereby making possible
their use in routine clinical practice rather ti.an in
experimental medicine only.
The second case selected described the production
of all 	 glass in space, representative of the
high-technology unique materials useful in new and
novel products of the future. At the suggestion of
Owens-Illinois, the prototype product upon which
this case was focused consisted orglasses formed
in space which would possess superior characteris-
tics insofar as optical properties and internal
impurities are contented. These improvements
could he important in fiber optics applications. The
TRW Systems group estimates the ultrapure
material used in the manufacture of fiber optics
/-	 MCOONNFLL DOUGLAS
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OBJECTIVE: CONDUCT R&D TO DETERMINE TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY
OF INORGANIC AND BIOLOGICAL MATES IALSPROCESSING
• DETERMINE CHARACTERISTICS
AND PROPERTIES OF
MATERIALS GENERATED BY
THE PROCESS
*EVALUATE AND REFINE EQUIP-
MENT MAINTENANCE AND
SERVICING PROCEDURES
• RFS IEARCH	 \
• 25 KW
0 PROCESS OPTIMIZATION FOR
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION
• B-26 KIN
Figure 8. Commercial Space Processing
communication cables could reduc-, the trans-
mission losses to the point whcre a savings in other
components of the conununicati01 1
 system (i.e_,
repeaters) would equate to 559,0 1,4- for every kilo-
gram of ultrapure glass used in ► he system. Pro-
jected annual savings, along with the specific sav-
ings, were estimated by TRW and Owens-Illinois
to be $236 million at the time the original case
selection was analyzed.
The third case selected was production of semi-
conductor-grade silicon in ribbon form. A survey
of private industry provided a projection of the
demand for integrated circuits, for which semicon-
ductor silicon is the basic raw material, to reach
200,000 kg (478,000 lb) by the year 1990. At a
finished cost of $100,000 per kilogram, this de-
mand equates to a $20 billion annual market. This
high market potential represents one of the more
important features of this third case.
in order to initiate the space processing demon-
stration project a Spa..c Processing Development
Facility is required, suitable for the evaluation of
processing procedures and equipment for eventual
transition to commercial production. The prelimi-
na , tests which nc •d to be conducted in space
priot to developing dedicated facilities for specific
applications must be fully supported by trained
personnel for durations from 30 to 90 days. While
only modest crews will suffice (one to two persons),
the onboard activities in the initial development
facility will involve operating the processors and
analyzing the product in a systematic manner. The
equipment accommodated by the facility must
permit evaluation of biologicals and inorganic ma-
terials. Certain materials will be contamination-
sensitive, and isolation of the processing apparatus
will be required. The electrical power and equiva-
lent heat rejection requirements of the initial devel-
opment facility will range from 8 to 15 kilowatts.
The initial equipment installed in the facility will
be derived from Spacelab-type payloads and equip-
ment racks, such as those items that will be
developed within the Sp,^ce Processing Activity
(SPA) program. As tl,, testing program matures,
rs
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other equipment items with dedicated capabilities
will replace the initial units, thereby necessitating
an equipment chailgeout capability. Some level of
equipment maintenance will he required to ensure
the continuing availability of tilt , facility.
Earth Services Objective
To conduct passive microwave radiometry, the
Outlook for Space called for long-wavelength
microwave system development leading to opera-
tional systems for conducting marine resource
evaluation, all-weather crop prn • diction, and regi-
onal water balance forecasting. (Figure 9) Other
studies, among them the Study of the ('ommona-
lity of Space Vehicle Appli-rations to Future
N-itional Needs, Aerospace NASW2727, have
suggested the hh ,'h value and use of small portable
personal conimunication facilities, electronic
mail, and other communication-oriented
capabilities.
To accomplish these objectives, the designs, tools,
methods, and materials required to construct,
assemble. and test large antennas in space which
will maintain their structural integrity and heam-
pointing capability when subjected to thermal and
other stresses roust be developed. II is anticipated
(reference Aerospace NAS1W2727I that three antenna
types for radiometric and communications applica-
tions will require development, i.e., a parabolic
dish, a iuultibeam lens, and large-phased array
antennas. Radiometry antenna design analysis
conducted during the study revealed :• fourth
category, a parabolic torus used in a scanning
radiometer. As a precursor to the development of
300in or larger antenna systems, it appeared
desirable to introduce a smaller prototype into thL,
antenna development program at an early stage.
The intent is to reduce development risk and the
cost of changes or modifications incurred in the
learning process of on-orbit large-scale ^:onstruction.
Accordingly, based upon the design requirements
and tiade studies, design concepts for a multibeam
lens antenna, and a 30m and a 100m parabolic-
torus radiometers were evolved. The system and
^	
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Figure 9. All-Crop ... All-Weather Prediction System
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OBJECTIVE: CONDUCT R&D AND CONSTRUCT LARGE ANTENNAS AND ASSOCIATED
HARDWARE FOR DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS
AND EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SURVEYS
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
PERFORM RADIOMETRIC AND
COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA
CONSTRUCTION R&D
ESTABLISH PRACTICAL LIMITS
OF RADIOMETRIC SPATIAL AND
TEMPERAT I JRE RESOLUTION
DEMONSTRATE ACQUISITION OF
HIGH RESOLUTION MICROWAVE
DATA
DETERMINE TECHNICAL AND
ECONOMICAL FEASIBILITY OF
MULTIUSE, LOW POWER
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Figure 10. Earth Services
ante uta characteristics o' these antennas are stlin-
maro,ed III 	 10. The radiometers are designed
to rover all frequency bands of interest in earth
observations while scanning perpendicular to the
orbit track of the Spare Station. Since these
Satellites will he passive in nature, power re(Iuire-
111ena should nol exceed ' M Figure I I gives the
dimensional charaLteristics of the 100in parabolic
torus radiometer.
IIAHDWARE ELEMENTS
MULTIBEAM LENS 30M RADIOMETER
L rZ'7
CHARACTERISTICS CHARACTERISTICS:
• 30M X 27M DIA • 15M x 30M DIA
• 29,000 KG • 15,400 KG
• 15 30 KW ARRAY • 1.5 KW
•E GHz •37, 22.2. 20 GHz
100M RADIOMETER
\) CHARACTERISTICS:
'
• 50M x 100M DIA
• 50,000 KG
`^ • 2.5 KW
• 100 7, 6.6 GHz
Large space antennas will either he assembled in
spare or will be designed to be deployable. Anten-
nas are placed III the assembly category it their
shape and electronic equipment complement are
such as to niLke deployment difficult, i.e., if un-
furling inechanisrns and hinges become extensively
complex, and if damping must he employed to
prevent excessive backlash. Another factor to be
considered is the surface tolerance which call
PARABOLIC LONGERON50M RADIUS
	 ITYP 13 PLACES)BASE FRAME
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	 Ik	 A I:	 RADIAL FRAME
(I1 PLACES)
	
a
r
182 F T)
100M DIA
(328 FT)
ELECTRONIC SCANNING
	 A I^  1
SYSTEM SUPPORT
f	 ^•
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\ \ 50M
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Figure 11. 100m Parabolic Torus Radiometer — Electronically Scanned
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achieved. Higher frequencies require tighter toler-
ances. The multibeam lens antenna and the 30m
and 100m scanning parabolic torus radiometers,
which are proposed, respectively, for communi-
cations, earth observations, and limb-sounding
radiometry, fall in the space assembly category
due to their complex shape, tight surface toler-
ances, and requirement for precise alignment.
In summary, many objectives have been identified
in previous studies which have the potential of
satisfying a basic need or goal of mankind. Eight
specific objectives have been identified in the pre-
sent study which should be pursued in the near-
term. Four of these objectives — satellite power
systems, earth services (large antenna systems for
communications anti radiometry), space science
(multidiscipline science laboratory), and space
processing — represent major goal-directed program
concepts. The remaining objectives, e.g., space
cosmological research and development, the sensor
development facility, living and working in space,
and the orbital depot facility — represent support
functions that will be required as basic building
blocks in '.he future expansion of all areas of space
activity. These building blocks would not only
support tine four major program concepts but
world provide the basic system elements capable
of meeting additional requirements as they arise.
IS THERE A COMMON POINT OF DEPAR-
TURE IN DEVELOPING A PROGRAM
PLAN WITH THE FLEXIBILITY AND
GROWTH POTENTIAL TO MEET THESE
OBJECTIVES?
In the case of specific applications, such as Satellite
Power Systems, a location in a geosynchronous orbit
allows continuous energy collection unattenuated
by the earth's atmosphere, as well as the advantage
of concentrating the energy gathered into a single
portion of the spectrum (the microwave region)
where transmission losses through the atmosphere
will be minimal.
In the Space Station System Analysis Study a
variety of mission hardware items (Figure 12) were
derived to satisfy mission requirements in the areas
of Satellite Power Systems (SPS), radiometry, and
nwltiuser communication systems. Ili order to pro-
vide the power level, bandwidth, frequency range,
spatial coverage, etc., to satisfy the mission require-
ments, large items of mission hardware are needed.
By way of example, Figure 13 schematically illu-
strates the relative size of some or the various sys-
tems elements that were determined to be neces-
sary for the pursuit of the key objectives in the
development of earth services and space-based solar
energy systems, as compared to the size of the
Orbiter.
Thus, the common point of departure in develop-
ing a program to meet the needs of future space
missions is the basic requirement for construction
Facilities in orbit, including the associated support
facilities. Accordingly, a major facet of the present
study has been directed toward establishing the
basic feasibility of space construction and in
developing the most cost-effective method of
constructing the objective elements required.
'f
There are specific advantages which a space plat-
form offers for the pursuit of any scientific or
applied endeavor, namely the ability to view the
celestrial sphere without the filtering effects of the
earth's atmosphere, the ability to view broad reg-
ions of the earth's surface within short periods of
time, and the ability to work in the different
physical environment of weightlessness and high
vacuum. In addition to these advantages, the
availability of a crew in space for extended periods
hermits the assembly and construction of elements
of mission hardware in orbit which would otherwise
not be feasible to develop, since they would be too
large for deployment from an Orbiter.
The analysis of construction techniques and of the
various mission hardware items required has led the
study team to the conclusion that space construc-
tion, though it presents a technical challenge,
appears to be achievable within the current state-of-
the-art and call 	 a cost-effective approach to
satisfying future space hardware requirements.
Considerable commonality was found among the
capabilities needed to accomplish the objectives
examined, in this study. The commonality of opera-
tional requirements call 	 result in a desirable
13
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Figure 12. Mission Hardware
synergism in cost savings, which can be expected to
extend at least over the next 10 years. The most
Common support requirements were found to be
the need for crane operations, space fabrication
facilities, space assembly capabilities, extravehicular
activities, and general support for long-duration
operations. In Figure 14. major requirements for
a particular objective element are indicated by a
large check mark, minor requirements by it small
Check mark.
100M RADIOMETER,,-.1'1
30M RADIOMETER
27M PAULTIBEAM
ANTENNA
SPS TEST ARTICLE 1 0204060M
SPS TEST ARTICLE 2
Figure 13. Construction-Related Objective Elements
The crane in space fulfills the same basic function
as a crane on the ground. It is used to ► hove large
masses in a controlled fashion and to provide sup-
port for the various assembly functions. As can be
seen In the figure, all obie.live elements were found
to require crane operas .Ins to it major Or minor
extent. In particular, crane operations for SPS
TA-I and TA-2, and fo,- the large antennas (30m
radiometer, 27n1 nl tilt ibeat:l lens, and 100m radio-
meter) are ;: major requirement in the fabrication
and assembly of those elements. however, the
lahoratory-type elements basically require crane
operations only initially, to position the module
or to supply necessary materials.
Requirements for space fabrication facilities were
identified in developing the test articles for ad-
vanced solar power satellites as well as in construct-
ing the final operational system. Similar technology
and orbital facilities will be required in the con-
struction of' large antenna systems and, to a lesser
extent, space fabrication Could he required in the
basic buildup of the Space Construction Base (SCBI
itself. Space fabrication of components. as Opposed
to transporting finished parts to orbit, can he
economically justified if total construction costs are
14
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thereby r:3urcd. In general, ttc.> conditions must
be net to satisfy this requirem_ nt. First, density of
the couiponent in question must be so low that
transportation costs may be significantly reduced
1'X shipping ordybulk materials to orbit. Secondly,
the mbrication process "orbital overhead" costs
must be less than the transportation cost saving.
This second condition typically involves automation
of the process to reduce required fabrication man-
hours. Hence, sufficient production to amortize the
necessary investment in fabrication equipment is
also a strong requirement.
Based on normal ground production experience,
examples of fabrication processes that may be
simply automated are pultrusion (plastics and
composites) and roll forming (ductile metals).
Such machines are currently highly developed,
and capable of producing a great variety of
cross sections (tubular, channels, Z-sections, etc)
Assembly is common to all construction objectives
because all mission hardware requires some assem-
bly regardless of the construction technique used.
It is interesting to note that analysis of the opera-
tions requiring space fabrication and/or assembly
revealed that significant supporting EVA effort is
required. EVA was found to be much more cost
effective than automation in detail assembly
operations. In automated fabrication and assem-
bly, extensive EVA was still required for tool
setup. Of particular interest was the evaluation
MCOONNCLC DOUGLAS /
of what an EVA crewman needs to do his job. At
each EVA work station, a significant complement
of tools, services, restraints, force/torque reaction
capability, etc., was found to be necessary. It be-
came clear that the required equipment is beyond
that which can be conveniently carried by the EVA
crewman. This led to the conclusion that semicon-
tained work stations at each EVA location are
needed.*
Two EVA crewmen working together are needed
not only to perform many of the tasks, but because
of the desirability of having each act as the other's
companion for safety.
It was found that long-duration missions were
required in many areas in order for the objectives
to be accomplished efficiently. In the area of long-
duration crew support, basic habitability functions
such as food and waste management systems,
environmental control and life support systems,
hygiene, etc., can be expected to be common to all
of the objectives. In the same fashion, many re-
source functions such as electrical power systems,
communications, data management command and
control systems, stabilization, and guidance con-
cepts will also have a great deal of commonality
over the spectrum of potential objectives.
*This requirement was met by means of a "cherry
picker" EVA work platform attached to tlue end
effector of the crane, which permits it to be lo-
cated at the various positions as required.
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space facility to augnlrnt
the basic Orbiter capability will allow .xtellded-
duration missions and provide in situ construction
support equiptnent. Thus missions may he under-
taken which would be impractical within brief
sorties that depend totally oil 	 Orbiter's self-
contained capability. Later addition of a per-
manent habitability facility would allow efficient
continuous operations and free the Obiter from a
requirement to remain in spare for long durations.
WHAT PROGRAM OPTIONS SHOULD BL
( CONSIDERED IN MODELING FUTURL
MISSIONS?
hi investigating potential program models required
to support the desired objectives, 45 candidate
progninl options were examined. See Figure 15.
These options varied as W such factors as sched-
uling, and the level of accomplishment as a tl(nc-
tion of orbital locations, transportation require-
ments, and costs. These 45 candidate programs
were further refined into four generic sets orPART 1 OPTIONS45 CANDIDATE OPTIONSACCOMPLISHMENTORBIT REGIMETRANSPORTATIONSCHEDULE
COST
classes of program development. The first program
development option (L) limited all operations to
low earth orbit (400-450 km). The second program
development option (LG-I I conducted most opera-
tions in low earth orbit but provided the opportunity
to conduct some test operations in a geosynchronous
sortie mode. 1 he third program development option
(L(;--") provided for both low earth orbital and geo-
synchronous orbital operations with longer term
construction and test operations also being re-
quired in geosynchronous orbit. In the fourth pro-
gram development option (G), all operations were
scheduled for accomplishment in geosynchronous
orbits.
In examining these program development options,
two types of operations were considered:
• Shuttle-tended operations, during which the
Orbiter provides all crew support and a
major share of the SCB's operational support.
• Continuously manned operations, in which the
Orbiter supplies only the launch transporta-
tion and is docked periodically to the SCB
to transfer crew, cargo, and consunlables.
PART 2 OPTIONSL LG 2 GLOW LEO WITH MANNEDEARTHORBIT (LEO) CLJGI CONSTRUCTION/
 TEST AT GEOSYNCOPSGEOPART 3 OPTIONSLOW EARTH ORBIT SPACE CONSTRUCTIONBASE • SPS DEVELOPMENT-EARTH SERVICESRADIOMETRY ANTENNASCOMMUNICATIONS ANTENNAS• SPACE PROCESSING DEVELOPMENT• SCIENCE SUPPORT
Figure 15. Program Options
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For Program Option L, two basic cases were
investigated. In one, the initial operations were
Shuttle tended, evolving later into a continuously
manned operation. In the second, all program
activities were implemented from the beginning
in a continuously manned system.
Of these two modes, tine Shuttle-tended concept
can provide an early space construction fabrication
and assembly capability at an initially lower fund-
ing rate. Furthermore, crew requirements are com-
patible with the Orbiter's support capability of up
to seven SCB crewmen. Of these seven, the Orbiter
commander assumes the responsibility for SCB/
Orbiter operations, and the remaining six would be
available for shift work.
The continuously manned conceptual approach to
the SCB requires provision for crew accommoda-
tions in addition to the power and construction
facilities required by the Shuttle-tended configura-
tion. In this operational mode, the crew would be
continuously available, with rotation taking place
on 90- to 180-day periods.
Program Option LG-1 (Figure 16) expanded the
LEO activities to include construction of large
structures in LEO, which were then transported to
GEO for test and operations. These activities would
use a continuously manned SCB in LEO and an
Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) for transport to
GEO; manned test and operations in GEO are
accomplished by GEO sortie missions or by use of
a small Space Station at GEO. As indicated on the
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Figure 16. Program Option LG1
figure, all objective element activities were under-
taken wholly or in part at LEO, and only those
gaining significant advantage from GEO were pro-
posed to be transferred to that location.
Program Option LG-2 expanded on LG-I by pro-
viding for tine construction at GEO of those objec-
tive elements to be used there. This was proposed
to be accomplished by providing a continuously
manned SCB at GEO in addition to the one at
LEO. Logistics would be supported by Shuttle and
an OTV.
For Program Option G, all activities were confined
to GEO. Two operational modes were also investi-
gated for the GEO case:
• Early Shuttle-OTV sortie mission support of
objectives at GEO, supplanted by a full, con-
tinuously manned SCB at a later time.
• Construction and activation of a full, con-
tinuously manned SCB in GEO prior to any
operations at GEO.
Although G is a viable option, this operational
mode suffers from relatively higher transportation
costs than the LG Program Options.
In the synthesizing of program options, the objec-
tive elements (which are items of flight hardware)
were grouped into the various potential program
options that Could be accomplished in the orbital
operational regimes at LEO, GEO, and combina-
tions thereof.
Each program option was defined as a complete
program, including the space construction base
hardware, mission hardware, and all required trans-
portation system elements. This approach per-
mitted direct comparison of accomplishment
versus cost for various program options.
The conclusion reached during Part 2 of the study
was that the preferred approach to program plan-
ning would be to keep all initial construction activity
at LEO, with only completed assemblies being
transported to GEO. For comparable programs,
this approach would result in a transportation cost
savings of at least $2.6 billion dollars. Other fac-
tors, such as the greater radiation hazard for the
MCOONNELL OOUOLAS ,
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Lcrew at GEO and the requirement for Shuttle
growth, further substantiated the desirability of
keeping construction programs in LEO. By keeping
all early activities in LEO, a program with the lowest
initial investment is realized, since the development
of orbital transfer vehicles can be deferred until a
much later time period. Once this conclusion was
reached, the Study emphasis was directed toward
analyzing the low earth orbit operations in greater
detail to provide the basis for modeling future
missions. It is recognized that it may be deter-
nlined that production of SPS is most economic
when undertaken in GEO. If so, development of
a GEO operational capability becomes a prime
Objective, and this program direction should be
modified. However, at this time most opinion
seems to `:!, or LEO assembly of SPS, although
this conclusion must be labeled tentative.
HOW %11 - HT SPACE CONSTRUCTION
BE ACCOMPLISHED?
To establish the feasibility of a space constnlction
system. the study team investigated two basically
different approaches to space construction. The
first approach is characterized by a fixed work sta-
tion, where the parts are moved to the work station.
This type of system is similar to production assem-
bly line operations in factories where the material
flows and the process machinery reni.iins
stationary.
The second approach to construction system design
is characterized by a traveling work station .%,hich
is transported to the work. In this case, ground
analogs are found in construction of ships .Ind
buildings where the site of the construction is a
fixed geographical location and cannot he moved.
The study has concluded that in space, moving the
work to the work station is the most efficient
approach and results in a lower-weight, less costly
work station and substantial reduction in total
effort. This conclusion is valid even for very large
structures since, in zero gravity, the equipment
and power required to hold, translate, and rotate
the work is minimal. Using the fixed work station,
(see Figure 17) the part is either (1) assembled on
MCOONNELL OOUOLA! /
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Figure 17. Construction Using the Fixed Work Station Concept
a standoff which has a turntable which rotates the
part past the work station as construction proceeds,
or (2) is "extruded" by having the part fabricated
and/or assembled at the close-in work area, and as
cacti section is finished, it is pushed out and a new
section constructed. This is done either con-
tinuously or in steps.
One or more techniques for constructing each item
of mission hardware, as noted in Figure 18, were
developed in the study. Analysis of the attendant
construction process then permitted the writing of
a common set of requirements on the Space Con-
struction System. As an example of the process
followed, the analysis for the first test article
(TA-1) in a solar power satellite system develop-
ment program will be described.
TA-1 consists of two long orthogonal beams one
1 23m long and one 126m long, and, for the case
illustrated in Figure 19, would be assembled in
orbit using components fabricated oil
	
ground.
The arms are made up front 	 beams approxi-
mately 15m long which are delivered in a collapsed
configuration stored on a pallet. The. pallet support
structure has a double section which unfolds, result-
ing in the pallet being over twice as long as the indiv-
idual stored 15m b-arn segments. The first collapsed
beam segment is removed from the pallet and trans-
ferred to the other side, where it is deployed and
electronics installed. This erected 15m section is
then moved to the outer portion of the unfolded
pallet. The second beam section is then removed
from the pallet and transferred to the other side,
1.
	I	 ,
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SIZE TYPE NO. OFCONCEPT,'
DEPLOY AND ASSEMBLE 138 KW
DEPLOY ONLY 1150	 500 KW
DEPLOY AND ASSEMBLE 3
ASSEMBLE ONLY 1
AUTOMATIC FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY 2
1720 KW AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLY 1
SOLAR COLLECTORS
	 17,100 KW AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLY 1
80M LINEAR FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLE Z
DEPLOY AND ASSEMBLE
ASSEMBLE ONLY
1
1J	
120M CROSS
(TA-1)
AUTOMATIC FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY 1
DEPLOY AND ASSEMBL I 19M R 15M ARRA'
(TA 2) ASSEMBLE ONLY 1
MPTS ANTENNAS AUTOMATIC FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY 1
MULTIBEAM	 27M FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLE 1
LENS ANTENNA ASSEMBLE ONLY 1
30M ASSEMBLE ONLY 1
RADIOMETER
100M ASSEMBLE ONLY 1
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Figure 18. Construction Study Spectrum — Mission Hardware
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2 MOVE ARM NO. 1
1	 UNFOLD PALLET SEC-. iON NO. 1 TO
FR , -NT OF PALLET
0 DEPLOY SECTION
NO. 1 AND MAKE
INSTALLATIGNS
4 MOVE SECTION NO. 1 5 COMPLETE ARM
OUTBOARD, MOVE ARM NO 1 ATTACH
NO. 2 TO FRONT HOLDING FIX
OF PALLET, DEPLOY, TUBE, CON-
MAKE INSTALLA- STRUCT ARM
TIONS AND ATTACH NO. 2 TWO
TO ARM NO 1 SEGMENTS
Figure 19. TA - 1 Deployment
i
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where the preceding segment was originally de-
ployed. This second segment is deployed, elec-
tronics installed, and then joined to the first seg-
ment, and the combined segments maneuvered
Outward until the second segment rests on the
unfolded section of the pallet. The third segment
is then removed and the process keeps repeating
until the arms of the antenna have been com-
pleted. As each arm is completed, it is installed
on a separate standoff.
III
	
study of TA-1 construction, sensitivity
analyses of the various tasks were performed to
identify areas where more detailed analyses were
warranted. As illustrated 'n Figure 20, the time
required to deploy and assemble a given beam seg-
ment was determined to the nearest ininute (and
in some cases, second).
j
fi	 t
Figure 20. Beam Assembly Transfer
Some of the more time-consuming tasks identified
for TA-I (as estimated) were electronics assembly
and mechanical lignment. Clearly these areas are
ones where future analyses should concentrate.
As a result of the construction analysis, the time-
line of TA-1 construction was developed. (A sum-
mary time-line based on two three-man crews,
working 6-hour shifts is shown in Figure 21.) The
actual construction only takes a little over two
weeks followed by a two-week checkout. This
results in about a one-month period from launch
of the TA-I pallet to completion of initial check-
out. It should be pointed out that this is a success-
oriented schedule, based on minimal time a iti-
mates, with no contingency time for rework or
repair.
I I 'WFFK 2 WFFK 1 WEEK A
LAUNCH TA 1 HARDWARF AND PALLET
DEPLOY ASSEMBLY PL'TFORM
DEPLOY AND ASSEMBLE ARM 1 SECTIONS I THROUGH 7
TRANSFER ARM I TO HOLDING FIXTURE AND CIO
DEPLOY AND ASSEMBLE SEGMENTS 2 . 1 THROUGH 2-4	 I	 W
elements established as noted in Table 1. As can
seen in Table I, the construction time spans, wh
contingency and checkout tithes are added, are in
the general range of one to six months. These tine s
do not include time for conducting subsequent
manned tests (e.g., for TA-I, experiment operations
require ail 	 270 days).
Analysis of the events associated with construction
of each item of mission hardware enahk•d the
identification of requirements for _` jis,ruction
equipment iftid special tools and fixturos, as sum-
marized in Table 2. In keeping with the fixed work
station construction concept, key items of con-
struction equipment are a "cherry picker" :rew
work platform and a crane. The cherry pici:er
platform supports two EVA crewmen during con-
struction and is mounted on the end of one arm
of the crane. Crane controls are located on the
platform and thus the EVA .:rewmt n can niarieuver
themselves about the work station. The other arm
of the crane is used to transfer and position parts
and assemblies. A strongback having a telescoping
capability and a turntable which can manouver
the mission hardware item under construction to
the work station also is utilized. Considerations
of the relative positioning capabilities resulted in
a requirement that the crane have a reach of 35
meters, and the strongback be capable of being
extended up to 52 meters. Also required are
several items of tooling peculiar to mission hard-
ware, and a Space Construction !Module, which
can provide production test control computation.
a shop for repair of parts and tools, berthing
ports for material pallets, test control consoles,
etc. This total set of C(lUipment is illustrated in
Figure 22.
12	 .x
SEC ,K,p^  r
ATTACH FIRST HALF OF ARM 2 TO ARM I AND CIO To provide a more detailed set of requirements
DEPLOY AND A55EMBLE SEGMENTS tS THROUGH 2-5 n (than those shown in Table 2) for design considera-
ATTACH SECOND HALF OF ARM 2 TO ARM I AND C'C 1
tions, additional effort was placed on selected topics.
ATTACH CONItCTnHC n',e hucH 1
As ail 	 the possible functions that a crane 
CHECKOUT
Figure 21. TA-1 Deployment Schedule
Using the methodology as discussed above for
TA-I, operational flows and timelines for all the
various mission hardware items were developed and
the times required for construction of the various
could pe.form were identified and considered in
developing the requirements for the crane system
in terms of force, reach. degrees of freedom, opera-
tional modes, etc. In general, the crane has been
conceived to be a very utilitarian device capable of
supporting a broad spectrum of manned activities
oil
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19 12 30 61
40 24 30 94
42 26 24 92
37 23 18 78
104 66 IK 188
10 6 10 26
12 8 10 30
18 11 30 59	
9
i
20 10 30 60
Table I. Constructk.n Operations Times
Construction
Time Contingency
Kays)' Mays)'
i4 9
31i 21
t^
Item
TA-1 Deploy/Assembly
TA-1 Fab With
Auto Assembly
TA-2 Deploy/Ass:mbly
TA-2 Fab With
Auto AsscnHy
Multibearn Lens
Antenna Assembly
30M Radiometer
Assembly
I00M Radiometer
Assembly
Power Platform
Deployment
Power Platform
Assembly
Power Platform
Fabrication
Power Platform
Fab With Auto
Assembly
its
^L
4
i
`Assure l 2 'Outt. 6-Day Workweek
"Assum e , Whitt, 6-Day Workweek
A number of possible crane operations during
assembly were evaluated. It was found th;it pri-
mary use of the crane should be to support the
cherry picker platform, to maneuver/position
parts, and possibly to deploy parts. Utilization of
the crane for high precision tasks such as inse r t-
i ng pins or positioning an automatic fastening tool
imposes extreme positioning accuracy requirements
which may be very costly o satisfy, and thus such
operations are probably not suitable for the crane.
In using the crane to maneuver and position parts
the number of degrees of freedom needed were
evaluated. First, to maneuver a part to a given loca-
tion a minimum of three degrees of freedom are
required ( forward and back, up and down, and side
motion). See Figure 23. Using an articulated arm
crane with shoulder pitch and yaw and elbow pitch
provides the necessary three degrees of freedom.
However, with onlN three degrees of freedom. there
is only one possible combination of shoulder yaw
and pitch and elbow pitch angles associa.ed with
reaching a given point in space (this also holds for
other three-degrees-of-freedom crane configurations
involving degrees of freedom provided by such
things as tracks and telescoping arms). As a result,
there will be only one possible spatial orientation
of the crane to reach that point. If there is an
obstacle, then the crane cannot reach the desired
position unless a fourth degrtT. of freedom is added,
for the articulated arm crane, this is best provided
by a roll degree of freedom in the upper arm.
With this, them are multiple arm orientations
possible to reach a given point.
For final positioning, three additional degrees of
freedom (pitch, yaw, and roll) are needed at the
end effector, resulting in it
	 of' seven
degrees of freedom required for the crane.
21
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Table 2. Construc,tor, System Requirements
Shul;ie
Ilardware Cherry Crane Standoff Auxiliary
Delivery Picker (Reach- Turn . (Length Work
Construction Item Launches EVA Platform m) Table m) Area Special Trawls
TA I Deploy/Assemble I X X 30 X 30 X
"I A-1 Fabrication Automatic 2 X X 20 X Iuhei fruss
Assembly Assembly
TA-2 Deploy/Assembly 3 X X 25 17
TA-2 Fabrication Automatic 5 X X 35 Tube%Truss
Assembly Cap Maker
Auto Beam
A%%embly
\Ilsl	 Asscntbl) 3 X X 30 X 15
30m Rddiomaer Assembly I X X 25 X 17
100m Radiometer Assembly 6 X X 30 X 52 X
(Tele-
uoping)
250-kk% Power Platform 3 X X 25 17
Deployment
250-kk Power Platform I X X 20 24
Assembly 1'Fele-
scoping)
250-k%' Platform Fabrication I X X 30 C,)Mposite
Beam Maker
(I m)
250-kW Platform 1-abrication 3 X X 35 Cap Maker
Automatic Assembly Auto Beam
Assembly
SPACE CONSTRUCTION MODULE WORK POSITIONING FIXTURES
CRANE
STRONGBACK.
—mac -i
Figure 22. Fixed Work Station Construction System
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PORTS
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	 AUTOMATIC
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TION TO REACH A	 WRIST RESULT IN A
GIVEN POINT	 7-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM
SYSTEM
Figure 23. Arm A, cess Around an Obstacle
Having deticloped the geometry requirements for
the crane, it was then necessary to establish basic
performance requirements. One key requirement
is crane translation rate. For very heavy items,
such as an SC'B module, translation rates can be
(and probably should be) relatively slow. However,
in construction activities, the crane should be able
to maneuver parts and the cherry picker more
quickly- In order to establish a desirable rate,
sensitivity analyses of crane translation rates were
performed (Figure 24) considering the various mis-
sion hardware construction jobs. The results of the
analysis revealed that average translation rates of
0.25 to 0.5 m/sev are desirable. Slower rates tend
to have a significant impact oil 	 time;
faster rates do not materially decrease construction
time, but could inl7uence the crane developrnent
costs significantly.
0.1	 0.2	 0.3	 0.4	 0.5
CHERRY PICKER TRANSLATION RATE (AVG) (M/SEC)
100M RADIOMETER
ASSEMBLY
TA 1 DEPLOY
¢	 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0
MATERIALS AND
PARTS HANDLING
RATES (M/SEC)
Figure 24. Crane Translation Rate Sensitivity (Norme'ized)
• Unobstructed view of the assembly area for
crane operator.
• Collision avoidance software and/or max
torque override.
• Automatic joint lock in case of joint motor
ilure.
• Damping provided by an arm lateral velocity
feedback system.
The crane is used both to maneuver parts/
assemblies and to berth modules. The necessary
reach for each of two arms is 35m and in average
rate capability of 0.25 to 0.5 m/s is required for
construction tasks which require manipulating
items u l , to about 1,500 kg in weight. The system
also needs software for collision avoidance and a
rate feedback system for damping.
Another area receiving additional emphasis was the
analysis of the requirements for EVA. A significant
amount of EVA is required in all space construction
activities. Use of EVA is cost effective in non-
prOJLICtion detail assembly tasks (as opposed to
automated or remotely controlled equipment).
The current results of design and performance
analysis of the crane illustrated by the foregoing
are summarized as follows:
• Manipulate assemblies and berth modules up
to 45,06J kg (100,000 lb).
• 35-meter reach and general grasping capability
• Degrees of' freedom:
•	 Wrist joint (pitch, yaw, roll)
Shoulder joint (pitch, yaw, roll)
Elbow joint (pitch)
l	 • :arm tip force capability of 220 N.
`	 • 0.5m/sec max rate with no load.
r	 • Arms operated independently.
• Auxiliary control from cherry picker platform
• Vernier positioning mode using external force
(astronaLl ) at tip.
MCOONNl LL oouo^wfl. /	
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Even in automated construction, significant EVA
time is required for tool setup. It should be noted
that the total US EVA experience approximates
only 50 nianhours, most of which was accumulated
ill
	 Skylab missions. Mission hardware items de-
fined in this study range between 300 to 800 EVA
nuanhours each.
Because of the importance of EVA to space con-
struction, the study has examined the physiological
effects of the solar radiation environment on EVA
operations. Analyses were conducted for EVA
crewmen, considering an integrated dose for various
EVA career tides. Earlier results indicated that an
EVA crewrian using a currently planned shuttle
suit could work only a very short period (a few
days at most) before exceeding an allowable dose.
In an attempt to solve this problem (other thalr
through use of more restrictive suits utilizing denser
shielding material), timelining of the specific EVA
demand was performed. It was found that by
scheduling two EVA shifts a day back-to-back,
and avoiding the South Atlantic anomaly, crew-
men could work for extended careers without
encountering significant radiation dose problems
with currently planned suits. (See Figure 25.)
w 1,600 I
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1.400
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Figure 25. Proton Flux Versus Time During Several South
A'lantic Anomaly Passes
Based upon the LVA analyses, it would appear that
,vith careful planning of	 Jvities, the radiation
environment does not present any critical opera-
tional problems at low orbital inclinations. For
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higher inclinations, such factors as stay time,
scheduling of activities, and solar activity aisume
critical proportions. While these problems are no
insurmountable, their existence would favor SC'B
operations at the lower inclinations.
During the analysis of possible construction tech-
niques for the various mission hardware items,
several conclusions were reached by the study team
First of all, it was concluded that construction of
the structures considered ill
	
study call
accomplished within the current state-of-the-art.
This statement is not intended to imply that
significant developmeots aren't needed, because
some are. However, it does mean that no new
technological breakthroughs are apparently re-
quired. As all
	 feasible methods of con-
structing large structures on-orbit have been iden-
tified. What has ,lot been resolved is the most
cost-effecti.; way of accomplishing the attendant
activities of alignment, repair, checkout, inspeC-
tiop , calibration, subsysiem instailation, etc. The
conclusion of the study is that these are probably
hest performed by EVA workmen. This approach
tends to minimize the early costs as compared to
thus which would result from automating a
broad range of detail tasks.
Automation, however, call
	 cost savings in
certain areas. The results of ' the study indicate that
for limited quantities and/or precision structures,
prefabrication on the ground with on-orbit
deployment/assembly is the best approach. As the
structures become very large, or exhibit require-
ments for repetitive tasks, on-orbit fabrication
and automated assembly can become cost-effective.
Another important conclusion of the study of
construction techniques is that a very simple system
can satisfy the construction requirements. A crane,
a work-positioning fix'ure, the capability to sup-
port EVA activities, and a facility to pro • -ide shop,
data handling, test control, etc., functions wren
coupled with mission-hardware-peculiar tooling
are all that are needed. Further, although the
resulting construction system has been designed to
satisfy the requirements of a specific set of mission
hardware, it exhibits potential for being useful in
other missions. Figure 26 provides an indication
of how the system developed in the study Could
be used to construct a very large system
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Figure 26. Construction of Large Structure
WHAT WOULD A SPACE CONSTRUC-
TION BASE LOOK LIKE?
The three essential parts of the complete space sta-
tion concept are the transportation system the
mission hardware, and the space construction base
itself. The basic transportation requirements in the
foreseeable future will be provided by the Space
Transportation System. Mission Hardware will de-
pend upon the specific programmatic objectives
selected by NASA. The space construction base,
however, will be a universal space mission support
facility. As such, the underiying principle in the
selection and definition of the space construction
base was to ensure system flexibility to support it
wide variety of program objectives This design
approach is necessary :o provide the program
planner with the fundament.i.' equipment to
establish specific programs in direct response to
programmatic resources, objectives, and constraints.
The primary function;.) requirements of the space
construction base will he to provide (1) power,
(2) space construction facilities, and (3) habit-
ability and subsystem support for the crew and the
operations. For the Shuttle-tended mode, the third
set of' requirements will be supplied by the Shuttle.
For the continuously manned mode of operation,
the third set of requirements is provided by a
single module, which is referred to as the "construC-
tion shack" because of the austere approach taken
in its conceptual design. The power module is re-
quired to support early SCB operations. It also will
augment the Orbiter's fuel cell output for selected
sortie Spacelab missions or to replace the Orbiter's
power system for extended missions beyond the
Orbiter's current capability. Based upon an
examination of the power required for the initial
space cow-truction activities and for vario%s com-
binations of objective elements, see Fi-,—ie 27, a
long-term program having a variety of' possible
combinations of activities can be supported by a
power module having it minimum average power
output of 25 kW. Increasing this to 38 kW allows
support of multiple objectives in the early phases.
Accordingly. the power module was sized at 38 kW.
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Figure 27. Initial Power Module Sizing Consideration,
The space construction module satisfies the pre-
viously discussed construction requirements by
providing facilities such as a crane to handle
materials used in construction activities as well as
other supporting equipment. As noted previously,
the "construction shack" is a module that can
replace the Orbiter in providing habitability sup-
port for the crew for extended-duration activities.
For the further development of space operations,
greater power requirements will be needed than are
provided by the initial power module. A larger
power platform will be required as an essential
growth step in the continuously manned system
supporting the more sophisticated test and develop-
ment programs. A power level of 256 kW peak, for
example, would be required to satisfy the require-
ments of the TA antenna system tests. Figure 28
indicates the maximum array power required to
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module will be attached to the power module. as
shown ill
	
29. As noted previously, the power
nio(iulc will Supply approximately 38 kW at the bus
location. Also, the configuration is optimall y ori-
ented with regard to the sun-solar array aspects as
well as minimum drag considerations. The orienta-
tion is adcyu: to for both low- and high-beta angle
Situations. This Concept is further illustrated in Fig-
ure 30, in k+hich the Shuttle-tended mode is shown
supporting construction of the TA-I antenna system.
ORBITER 130 DAY)
SUN
r.
• -	 I-^ ! : ^ POWER MODULE
r _.
CRANE
I	 i.l
SPACE CONSTRUCTION
MODULE ISCM)	 DEPLOYABLE RADIATORS(t2AT4.4 X 16M1'
I '- SOLAR ARRAYS
	
'37 KIN, TOTAL CAPACITY	 112 WINGS AT 16 X 31.3M)
Figure 29. Shuttle-Tended SCB Conc^ot
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Figure 28. Large Power Platform Size Considerations
support various combinations of objective elements
in addition to providing limited-duration testing of
TA-2. It Lan be seen tliA a power level of 250 kW
peak (approximately 101 kW average) would pro-
vide reasonable SPS test time at full power
(15 minutes per orbit) or it would support various
combinations of othe- activities as illustrated.
A power level of 150 kW peak or 64 kW average
will support a number of activities, as shown in
Figure 28, but this level would only allow about
7 minutes of Continuous testing of the TA-2
antenna at the maxitnunl power output.
Two typical orhital operational modes for the SCB
were evaluated in the Study in some depth:
( I ) Shuttle-tended, in which the Orbiter provides
all crew support and (2) Continuously nl.lnned. in
which the Orbiter supplies only the launch trans-
portation and is docked periodically to the SCB
for several days to transfer crew, cargo, and
Consumables.
For the Shuttle-tended SCB concept the initial step
ill buildup will consist of transporting the power
module to orbit and deploying the solar arrays and
radiator systems, then, the space construction
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Figure 30. Assembly of TA-1 Antenna System
For the Coll tinuouSly m;nu)C(I mode of operations.
J "Construction shack" is delivered into orbit.
With this addition of the "construction shark."
tite space Construction base would have the cap,
bility of being continuously manned. As shown in
Figure 31. construction of the 30m torus radio-
meter Could hi undertaken and. %\ ith the Construc-
tion of the 250-kW power platform, tic TA-_"
TURRET
30M	 CRANE	 SPACE CONSTRUCTION
RADIOMETER (35M REACH) MODULE
CONSTRUCTION/SHACK
l	 o SPACE PROCESSING(SPACE LAB
MODIFIED)
STRONGBACK
RC PODS (4)/
	I
POWER PLATFORM(250 KW PEAK)
Figure 31. SCB — Construction Base Concept
Continuously Manned
antenna COUld be Completed, followed by its testing
and subsequent return to earth.
Spacelabs Can lie brou ght up and herthCd to the
"construction shack" at opportune times. Hence
the Continuously manned construction base can
replace the Orbiter as the support vehicle ;uid.
since orbital duration is unlimited. greatly increase
the Spacelab mission Capability. Thus. continued
utili/ation of the existing Spalcchb liard\sare and
operational program struCth)rc is ensured.
The internal layout of the space construction
module COnrept is illustrated in Figure 32. "I hC
module arrangement is dominated by the Crane
turret and berthing ports. Facilities for
consUr uCtion/lesi support while adequate are not
extensive.
I acilities for Construction Control and Crew ,up-
port	 (110t shown ) OCCUpy the opposite side
Of the module. These inClude diSpl.)y and Control
modules, the microfilm retrieval unit, print-.•r.
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providing the necessary flexibility to support other
T he functional elements of the onstruction shackprogram option . 
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Iexternal system and subsystem requirements were
delineated and their impact on design was assessed
..	 Principal factors considered were:
Orbit Keeping and Station Orientation
• Power Platform Solar Orientation
••	 • Guidance/Navigation Sensor Location
• Drag Makeup Approach
• RCS Locations
Orbital Interfaces
• Orbiter Docking Locations Normal and
Emergency
• Orbiter Flight Corridor/Envelope
• Docking/Berthing Mechanism
Space Construction Base
• Module Handling Buildup Sequence
• Space Construction Clearance Envelope
• Crane/RMS Reach Envelopes
• Radiator Locations
• Visibility Considerations
• EVA Movement Corridors Normal and
Rescue Procedures
• Objective Element Test Pointing Requirements
For each of the design considerations listed above,
the operational requirements associated with the
item were detailed, its physical characteristics
noted. and design considerations outlined. From
this information candidate external configurations
were prepared and an iterative modification and
selection process was then instituted.
An example of' one of the critical design areas
investigated in the study is the potentially wide
variance in CG locations and moments of inertia
resulting from the many potential orbiting con-
figurations. Figure 34 represents the CG in-plane
components for typical groupings of configurations
using the reaction control propulsion systems for
attitude control moments. One group represents
the CG before the construction shack is installed,
and the other represents the CG after the con-
struction shack is installed. The connected points
represent the locations of the CG for an assumed
order of configuration buildups. They are, in
fact, unconnected relative to time. Each point
represents a completed configuration starting from
the first data point in the group. The I OOm radio-
meter is shown as a typical objective element.
The CG's are shown both with Orbiter and without
Orbiter attached. The conditions with the Orbiter
attached have an additional out-of-plane component
FEATURES OF
CRUCIFORM RCS PODS
• LARGE RCS LEVER ARMS
PROVIDE HIGH PROPULSION_
EFFICIENCY	 -
• VERSATILE TO MEET
LARGE CG/MOI AXIS
SHIFT
• MINIP41ZES IMPINGEMENT
ON SENSITIVE SURFACES
• REMOTE FROM EVA
• REPLACEMENT FOR
MAINTENANCE/REFILL
BY SPACE CRANE
RCS PODS ON
CRUCIFORM BOOMS
NO ORBITER
t00M
)	 RADIOMETER
NO ORBITER
WITH
ORBITER
WITH
ORBITER
i
I
CENTER OF GRAV ITV
OF CONSTRUCTION	 ^^ ^
GROUP WITH
CONSTRUCTION
SHACK
CENTER OF GRAVITY
OF SHUTTLE-TENDED
GROUP WITH PP
AND RSP
Figure 34. SCB Center-of-Gravity Shift Versus Operational Mode
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that varies from 6 to 12m. The presence of the
Orbiter also can result in a in omen
principal axis rotation as high as 33 degrees from
the geometrical axes.
As shown, the CG with Orbiter attached is close to
the Space Construction Module (SCM). If an RCS
is included on the SCM, its small average lever arm
combined with cross-axis coupling, will result in
expenditure of at least three times more propel-
lant than would be required if the RCS could be
mounted at a greater distance from the CG.
Accordingly, a recommended system would be to
mount RCS pods on cruciform booms, as shown
in Figure 34. This system also provides minimum
propellant for the non-Orbiter cases in which
the construction of heavier objective elements
brings the CG close to (and even across) the SCM.
The remoteness of the RCS pods from the con-
struction area (where most EVA should occur) and
from the SCM and the CS will minimize impinge-
ment and contamination effects. Further, adequate
redundancy in control is available with four pods in
case of a thruster (or pod) failure or if it is neces-
sary to restrict thruster firings through the software.
The pods will be accessible to the space crane for
replacement with new units for ground mainte-
nance and/or refill.
A summary of the basic design questions which
were addressed during the study, and the recom-
mendations of the study team in response to
these questions are as follows:
• What should basic crew size be?
Answer: Two three-man work crews and one
man for SCB operations control — seven men
total.
• Does passage through radiation belts limit EVA?
Answer: Two 6-hr back-to-back EVA shifts
can be scheduled around South Atlantic
anomaly, allowing Shuttle suit in its present
design to be used.
• What degree of articulation and precision of
movement is required by the crane?
Answer: 7 degrees of freedom, average maxi-
mum translation of 0.25 to 0.5 m/sec, reach
of 35m, and capability for manipulation of
45,000 kg (100,000 lb) mass at rates limited
by crane safety.
• What are the configuration design impacts of
large CG shifts during buildup?
Answer: Place RCS pods on cruciform
booms.
• Wliat are the configuration design impacts of
high-data-rate communications?
Answer: Boom-mounted antennas are
required to eliminate shadowing.
• Are new technological developments required in
subsystem design?
Answer: Not initially. Furthermore, DDT&E
costs can be significantly reduced by utilizing
STS subsystem hardware.
In defining the supporting subsystems required by
the Space Construction Base, it was desired insofar
as possible to avoid new development programs
and the associated DDT&E costs. Accordingly, the
initial step in developing subsystem specifications
was to examine the suitability of currently avail-
able subsystems and technology.
It was determined that a significant amount of
Orbiter hardware can be used in SCB subsystems,
although some modifications may be necessary.
The main advantages of using Orbiter hardware
include (1) significant savings in DDT&E costs
and (2) reduced program risk by the use of
proven designs.
It should be noted that Orbiter design requirements
are different from those for the SCB. When the
performance requirements for SCB differ from those
for Orbiter, the hardware will be required to operate
at off-design point conditions. These factors will
probably result in weight and power penalties and
the use of multiple units in those instances wherein
a single unit does not possess sufficient capacity.
With specific regard to the use of Orbiter hardware,
the degrees of applicability of the various STS sub-
systems appear to be as follows:
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Subsystem	 Applicable	 Typical
• ECLSS 40-50 • Pressure control,
tanks, heat ex-
changers and
valves
• Electrical 5-10 • Inverters,
Power switches and cir-
cuit breakers
• Crew 65-75 • EVA equip, food
Habitability storage and
preparation, and
clothing
• Propulsion — 70-80 • Fuel and oxidizer
RCS tanks, thrusters,
valves, and pres-
surization
system
• Guidance and 40-50 • RCS driver
Control electronics, hand
controllers and
controls/displays
• Data 75-80 • Computer,
Management MDM's,
and antenna,
Communication receivers, TV
cameras, and
signal
conditioners
• RMS 50 • Technology
Figure 35 summarizes the recommended concepts
for each of the SCB subsystems. A feature of the
structural/mechanical subsystem is the berthing
mechanism, which can be converted on orbit to a
docking mechanism if the need arises. The design
concept for this was derived from earlier Space
Station studies. The Orbiter docking mechanism,
which uses existing designs and technology and is
derived from the international docking mechanism,
is used for ports exclusively dedicated to docking.
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SUBSYSTEM SELECTIONS
STRUCTURAL • ORBITER D-HATCH DOCKING
MECHANICAL MECHANISM
•53 FT MAX LENGTH PRESSURE
SHELL
ECLSS •CLOSED WATER — OPEN 02
WITH HS-C CO 2 CONTROL
• 02 RECOVERY —DESIGN FOR
RETROFIT
ELECTRIC •SOLAR ARRAY POWER
POWER SOURCE
• BATTERIES FOR ENERGY
STORAGE
CREW • WHOLE BODY WASHING —
HABITABILITY ORBITER SPONGE BATH
• FOOD — ORBITER TYPE
FREEZE DRIED, DEHYDRATED,
THERMALLY STABILIZED
PROPULSION — RCS •THRUSTERS — ORBITER 25
LBF VERNIER THRUSTERS
•COMPONENTS/P ROPE LLANT
(MMH & N 204 ), ORBITER
TANKS, VALVES, AND
CONTROLS
GUIDANCE AND • IMU's, STAR TRACKERS, AND
CONTROL HORIZON SENSORS
• INTERFACES WITH DATA
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN
ORBITER OR CS
• ATTITUDE CONTROL AND
ORBIT KEEPING — RCS
DATA MANAGEMENT • DISTRIBUTED DATA
AND COMMUNICATION PROCESSING—ORBITER
• STANDARD TDRSS
COMPATIBLE
CDMMUN ICATIONS — ORBITER
CRANE • 7 DEGREES OF FREEDOM —
2 ARMS/35M REACH
• TURRET CONTROLLED/
DIRECT VISIBILITY
Figure 35. Key SCB.Subsystems Concepts
Solar arrays for power source and batteries for
energy storage are recommended for the electrical
power system because this design uses proven.
technology and, therefore, represents minimum
program risk.
Crew habitability provisions are compatible with an
austere constriction shack philosophy. Sponge
bathing and Orbiter-type food are proposed.
Maximum use is made of existing Orbiter hardware
such as clothing, food, personal hygiene facilities
and EVA equipment.
The recommended propulsion subsystem makes
use of existing Orbiter hardware which will save
significant DDT&E costs. This bipropellant con-
A closed water open 02 ECLSS design is
recommended for initial versions of the SCB due
r _.	 to its lower initial cost. Capability to retrofit for
^I
	
closed oxygen is incorporated in the initial open
design to reduce logistics needs later in the
program.
z
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cept is not as efficient or as contaminant free as an	 Spacelab capability to longer-duration Shuttle-
advanced H,-O, system, but represents an	 tended operations and finally to facilities pernlit-
acceptable concept, due to the remote boom 	 ting continuous operations in various orbital
mounting, and uses existing proven technology.	 regimes.
The INIU in the guidance and control subsystem
provides the basic attitude reference for control
logic. It would he supported by star tracker ref-
erences and the navigation ephemerides for accur-
acy update for a wide variety of desired orbital
reference orientations. The distribution data proc-
essing is also Orbiter hardware.
A seven-degree-of-freedom lot right-degree-of-
freedont if rotation of the base is considered) two-
.rrm crane with a 35n1 reach is required to accom-
plish construction and vehicle movement tasks.
HOW DO THI- SHUTTLE, THE SPACELAB,
AND THE SPACE CONSTRUCTION BASE
ELEMENTS RELATE IN A LOGICAL AND
EVOLUTIONARY PLAN?
An evolutionary space progran must follow a logi-
cal and orderly tr:ulsition from the initial Shuttle/
Expendable launch vehicles will be phased out as
the Shuttle becomes operational, as a result, the
Shuttle Orbiter will be the logistics workhorse of
space for many years to cone (Figure 36). With re-
gard to Spacelah, a review of currently proposed
NASA mission models and other related mission-
planning materials indicates that significant
resear.lt ;Ind development work will he accom-
plished during STS-Spacelah missions programmed
for the 1980 to 1983 tine period in the areas of
space processing, life sciences, physics and astron-
omy, earth sciences, and space technology. R&D
efforts in construction-related technologies also
can he accomplished during this period. The
experience and data from these earlier efforts will
provide the point of departure for the missions to
he defined for the time period beyond 1983.
I-urtherinore, it can he anticipated that the Spacelah
sysicnl will Lontinue to he useful for missions and
support operations after 1983. This is not only true
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CAPABILITIES	 1 1977	 1980	 1985	 1990	 1995
EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLE PAYLOAD
910 KG 12,000 LBi
2AM (8 FT) DIA
SHUTTLE/SSUS PAYLOAD
1110 KG (2450 LB):SSUS
4.5 x IBM (15 x 60 FT)
SHUTTLE/SPACELAB
PAYLOAD
27,000 KG (60,000 LB)
4,5 x IBM (15 x 60 FT)
7 .30 DAYS
ATM-POWER MODULE
25 KW PEAK
EXTENDED MISSION
DURATION
LARGE POWER MODULE
SPACE CONSTRUCTION
BASE-SHUTTLE TENDED
250 KW PEAK
INTERMITTENT
OPERATIONS IN ORBIT
SPACE CONSTRUCTION
BASE
CONTINUOUS OPE RA-
TIONS FABRICATION
AND ASSEMBLY IN ORBI
Figure 36. Space Program Evolution
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of the support hardware (modules, pallets, etc.),
but also of' much of the planned mission hardware.
For example, solar astronomy instruments may be
beneficially employed in continuous operations for
an indefinite period. As currently conceived, the
small power module is primarily intended to extend
the capability of the Orbiter/Spacelab. When com-
bined with construction equipment, resulting in the
Shuttle-tended construction base, the power module
can continue to support the Orbiter/Spacelab on an
alternate mission basis.
As previously discussed, when the "Construction
Shack" I habitability module) is added to create a
capability for continuous operations. Spacelab can
be directly attached to the construction base. In
this case, the construction base replaces the Orbiter
in supporting Spacelab, and simultaneous construc-
tion and laboratory missions may be undertaken.
With addition of the large power module, the initial
small module is free to support independent
Orbiter/Spacelab missions. Thus, Spacelab useful-
ness is enhanced and continued use of this valuable
asset is ensured.
Figure 37 summarizes the mission durations, pay-
load weight, crew sizes, power, orbital regimes,
and manhours per year, which can be anticipated
for the basic Shuttle-Spacelab system. and for the
Space Construction Base (SCB). Areas of capability
overlap are also indicated. The final program plan
developed for the 1980's must achieve an optimal
balance of the potential capabilities which will be
available.
PRODUCTIVITY C27_170 I:OOD(MH/YEAR)(^. SHUTTLE_SPACESTATION(=GREY AREA
Figure 37. Shuttle/Space Station Operating Regimes
The boundaries of the transition zone between
extended-duration Shuttle capabilities and those
which are better provided by a permanent, con-
tinuously manned space platform will be largely
dependent upon the specific missions to be accom-
plished and the allowable rate of funding
expenditure.
A critical issue of the study has involved considera-
tions of which of the activities required by the key,
objectives should be accomplished in a short dura-
tion 7-day sortie mode, which should be done in a
longer duration 7-to-30-day Shuttle-tended mode.
and when does it make sense to go to a continuous
operations mode.
One of the most critical aspects of this issue is the
time it takes to do the job at hand. Total time esti-
mates were based on process times, contingency
allowances, and checkout times. With these esti-
mates, it was determined that a minimum of 30 to
40 days would be required for many of the con-
struction jobs. When test program requirements are
added, other construction tasks may take over a
year. Some activities such as the space science mis-
sions and space processing also require long unin-
terrupted periods in zero-g conditions.
Assuming a maximum 30-day Shuttle on-orbit
capability, the on-orbit requirements for various
construction items were assessed relative to the
Shuttle's capability and are summarized in Fig-
ure 38. It was found that several items are not
compatible with a single Shuttle flight because
more than one flight is needed to deliver hardware.
The support of others was doubtful due to such
things as RMS reach capabilities and orbit stay
time. This investigation revealed that, of the mis-
sion hardware items considered, only construc-
tion of the power platform and TA-1 appear to be
compatible with a single shuttle mode of opera-
tion, though for TA-1. 270 days of sortie missions
would Subsequently he required to support the
experimental test program. Multiple sorties
can accommodate construction of additional
mission hardware items, while a Shuttle-tended
space construction module can support all of
the construction tasks.
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EQUIP/	 COMPATIBLE MODES
MENT
PAYLOAD TOOL	 MULTI- SHUTTLE
WEIGHT/ MANIP INSTALL	 SINGLE	 PLE	 TENDED
CONST RUC T ION I TE M VOLUME TIME POWER ULATOR ATION	 SOHIIE SORTIE	 SCM
TA 1 DEPLOY/ASSEMBLY
TA 1 FABRICATION AUTO 3
ASSEMBLY
TA-2 DEPLOY/ASSEMBLY V, V,
TA 2 F. 3RICATION AUTO 3
ASSEMBLY
MBL ASSEMBLY
30M RADIOMETER ASSEMBLY
100M RADIOMETER ASSEMBLY
POWER PLATFORM DEPLOY V,
3 3POWER PLATFORM ASSEMBLY
POWER PLATFORM
FABRICATION
POWER PLATFORM FAB
RICATION AUTO ASSEMBLY
'ASSUMES 30-DAY SHUTTLE
GENERALLY COMPATIBLE r^[ ^(^	 MARGINAL L^J COMPATIBLENOT
Figure 38. Sortie Mode/Construction Requirements Compatibility*
As an example of sortie mode vs Shuttle-tended
operation. the power platform (in the fabrication
mode) exhibits compatibility with th- sortie mode
of operation. (See Figure 39.) The 100m radiometer
is an example of an item that is not compatible.
The 100m radiometer requires six shuttle launches.
about 6 months to construct. anQ a manipulator/
tooling combination which allow working in a
50m envelope.
Z
POWER PLATFORM
FABRICATION
100M RADIOMETER
ASSEMBLY
Figure 39. Sortie Mode Configuration
In comparing the Shuttle-tended with the con-
tinuous operations mode, another primary con-
sideration is the cost of transportation. (See Fig-
ure 40). An analysis of the costs involved, consider-
ing the previously discussed construction time
spans, was made. In this analysis it was recognized
that hardware delivery flights also can he used as
crew operation flights in the Shuttle-tended mode.
As a result, some activities exhibit large cost savings
in the continuous operations mode while others,
where the number of flights is compatible with the
time required, show no savings. If experimental
test times are included (TA-2 requires a I-year test
program), the cost savings of continuous operations
becomes significant.
In terms of the logical development of an evolu-
tionary program (Figure 41 ), it is proposed that
afier the basic construction related technology
development flights have been undertaken, the
first step should be to provide an increase in
available on-orbit electrical power by means of an
additional power module. This step, which is
necessary to support Spacclab missions could
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support early activities associated with SPS
and earth services objective elements and science
and/or space processing research missions. At this
point in the program, the introduction of the
space construction module as the second key ele-
ment in the evolving capability would provide in
a Shuttle-tended mode the first significant opera-
tional capability to construct or assemble new
items of mission hardware.
As the complexity and sizes of the objective ele-
ments increase, increased on-orbit durations and
extended capabilities will be required and the addi-
tion of a construction shack as the third key ele-
ment in the evolutionary program will be neces-
sary to provide habitation functions outside of the
orbiter. AnothP- Lcy element would be a large
power platform, 250 kW, to provide increased sup-
plies of electrical energy. These last two evolu-
tionary steps would advance the autonomy of the
Space Construction Base to the point where con-
tinuous operations could be available to keep pace
with the expanding workloads. Other objectives
such as the initial space processing research, space
sciences, etc could be supported as well as the
conduct of SPS development tests. The next
advance in capability would involve continuous
support of commercial space processing produc-
tion development, multipurpose science missions,
large scale construction and productivity demon-
INCREASED
CAPABILITY'
SCIENCE
MISSIONS
INCREASE 
W 
DEVELOP
ON-ORBIT	 CONST
POWER
	
CAPABILITY
Figure 42. Evolutionary Program
strations, and development of the capability to
conduct manned operations at GEO.
Throughout the steps of the program, the pace and
order of introduction of the elements of the SCB
involve trades of timely cost avoidance alternatives
versus longer range system options which, though
more costly initially, quickly result in less costly
and more efficient operations, thus reducing total
program runout costs.
WHAT MILESTONES, SCHEDULES AND
COSTS APPEAR REASONABLE?
Based upon the analyses conducted during the
study, an evolutionary program providing increas-
ing capability with time was developed as the
recommended baseline. (See Figure 42.) As out-
lined above, this program starts with technology
development activities which use only the Shuttle
and Spacelab. As additional resources become
available, more extensive orbital activities are
introduced, including construction demonstrations
and extended duration missions. Eventually, a
further upratirg of the orbital Space ConstrucJi -n
Base will be required to support very large scale
activities such as commercial space processing
plants, prototype size SPS pilot plant construction,
multi-module science activities, and geosynchronous
operations.
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Figure 43 shows the schedule for the principal
activities of the baseline program from the start
of DDT&E through the completion of each activity.
The triangle symbols indicate the operational date
for the hardware that is required to support each
activity. For example, the SPS Test Article 1 (? 1)
activity requires a Low Earth Orbit antenna (LEO),
two Beam Mapping Satellites (BMS), and a Geo-
synchronous free-flying antenna (GEO). The Shuttle
is used for all orbital activities up to early 1984
when the Construction Shack is placed in orbit.
The Construction Shack is suggested for launch at
this time because analysis indicated that early con-
tinuous manning capability would lower the total
program cost by $300 million (10%) com pared to
continuing the Shuttle-tended mode of operation
through 1985.
Figure 44 presents the cost Of development, pro-
duction, transportation to orbit, and operations
for the Space Construction Base elements of the
program and for the Mission Hardware as defined
to date. The cost of each of the hardware elements
is indicated on the bar along with the total cost
for transport and operations. The cumulative fund-
ing over the period up until the last of the SCB
hardware elements is operational is also indicated.
These data assume the Construction Shack is opera
tional in early 1984.. 	 The effect of delaying its
introduction until later (as indicated by the phan-
tom triangle in Figure 43) would be to reduce the
early year funding (DDT&E) by $170 million, but
later year funding would be increased as noted above
due to tke increase in transportation costs associated
Willi the Shuttle-tended mode of operation. From a
total program cost standpoint, the net result would
be a slightly higher total cost for later introduction
of the Construction Shack.
Thi, cost (Figure 44) estimated for mission hard-
ware include tb? development, production, trans-
port to orbit and operation through the year 1988.
The bar indicates the cost of each individual item.
The cumulative funding over the period of interest
is also indicated on the figure. It should be noted
that some of the more ambitious mission hardware
such as the dedicated space processing modules and
manned geoslmchronous operations were not in-
cluded since they fall outside the time period
indicated.
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When these cost figures are plotted against the
projection of a constant NASA budget level of
4 billion 1977 dollars (Figure 45), it would appear
that ,he development of the space construction
base concept in the mid 1980s 	 within the
projected budgetary constraints anticipated at this
time. The SCB concept represents a viable and
realizable goal.
With regard to technology issues and the require-
ments for supporting research, a primary finding
of the Space Station Systems An ,lysis Study is
that the design ind operational requirements of
the evolutionary SCB program are comfortably
within the state-of-the-art. However, several sys-
tems and technology areas, principally related to
construction in space, should be examined in
greater depth before a commitment is made to
Phase C/D. These issues include such considera-
tior ; for the space construction base as the
development of construction system techniques
Including space crane technology. For potential
mission hardware the issues include the investi-
gation of the combined environmental effects on
1 p *Qe space structures and the analysis of the
Iamics and the development of optimization
techniques for the control of those structures. In
MCOONNELL OOUOL As /
addition, mission hardware items for specific appli-
cations such as the multibeam lens antenna require
further study, research and development. The plan
to res,)lve these issues is documented in the Techni-
cal Volume of this report. The objective of this
SRT is to pr,,vide high confidence solutions for the
various developmental issues, within a time period
compatible with the overall evolutionary SCB
schedule.
CONCLUDING COMMENT
The most significant conclusion reached during
this study is that an evolutionary, carefully paced
space station program fits within NASA's projected
budget. There is a need for such a space station
facility to provide the economies associated with
long duration manned missions in earth orbit. The
thematic orientation of such a system should be
that of a space construction base. Such a facility
can and will develop as an evolutionary program
wherein each of the steps, while providing signifi-
cant capabilities in their own right, also are build-
ing blocks for future growth. l'hus, a long term
commitment to a specific end system is not neces-
sary at this time but rather the operational systems
Of' the future will be products of the developments
anti experiences of a continually evoh •: ng program.
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Figure A5. Space Construction Base Funding is Compatible with Constant NASA Budget
In extending the current Shuttle Spacelab capa-
hilitieF ie first step Should be the development of
a power module capable of being left in orbit to
service the needs of repeat Shuttle and ShUttlC
Spacelab operations. Such a unit could in turn Sup-
port free-flying Spacelabs and space Construction
moduleS as the requirements of future missions
dictate and as these additional facilities are
developed. While initial growth will he predicated
upon Shuttle-tended operations, as the building
blocks become available, the continuously manned
construction base will naturall y evolve.
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This photograph, courtesy of the Hale Observatories, shows the Great Galaxy in Andromeda as viewed through stars in our
Galaxy from a ground based 100 inch telescope. This Galaxy composed of millions of stars is over a million light years
from our own system. A large 3 meter telescope in space unobscurea by the Earth's atmosphere could detect objects of
this size at a distance of ten billion light years, a distance beyond the limits of the Universe as we now know it,
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